
Aromatherapy Chakra Healing with Movement and Sound Healing 

Discover how to work with the emotional body and spiritual body when self-healing 

Connect with the breath and the body to listen to its wisdom and needs through guided chakra 

meditation and movement 

Choose essential oils to bring balance and flow into the body and be able to use them intuitively for 

self healing 

Finishing with sound healing with live harmonium 

 

This beautiful session will be a guided chakra healing meditation accompanied by live harmonium to 

connect with the breath, the body and the inner healer.  

Learn to connect the different areas of the body with stored emotions and connect with the stories 

and feelings in your body ready to release 

We will release body and breath in unison, using flowing postures and releasing joints connecting 

the mind and the breath. This is gentle and mindful, suitable for all levels. Soft tissue work will be 

used as required. 

You will then be guided to create the perfect aromatherapy blend to harmonise your spiritual and 

emotional layer. I will teach you how the essential element of each plant and how the emotional and 

spiritual healing can bring about the physical healing and equilibrium and flow in the body. 

We will finish with Voice Work and Embodiment led by Satnam to finish with live harmonium to 

transcend this space and time.  

A truly blissful session to transform your inner world with aromatherapy, breath and sound.  

Satnam Galsian is a British Asian singer and music practitioner based in West Yorkshire, England. She 

has an interest in exploring the interplay between European and North Indian traditional songs for 

today’s audiences. Satnam is passionate believer in the positive outcomes to be gained from music 

engagement at all levels of ability and experience and she continues to create and deliver various 

music wellbeing projects. Her relax-sing sessions for parent and child encourage an alternative sense 

of bonding and engagement. Satnam can also be found performing as the founding member of 

Indian fusion band Naghma and in the duet Rising Ashes. 

Emily is a Clinical Aromatherapist, Massage Therapist, Crystal Healer and Angelic Reiki Master. She is 

interested in the emotional and spiritual body and how these energies manifest in the physical body. 

She connects this both with her chakra healing work and the spiritual journey of each soul. Emily 

loves to connect people back to their bodies after injury or trauma as this was her path. She also 

works with tree and plant energies giving workshops on tree healing and dances flamenco as part of 

a duo with Paul Mill. 

 

  


